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Inland and Harbour Craft Sectional Committee, TE 18 

FOREWORD 

This Indian Standard was adopted by the Bureau of Indian Standards, after the draft finalized by the 
Inland and Harbour Craft Sectional Committee had been approved by the Transport Engineering 
Division Council. 

This standard gives the general guidelines regarding selection of fenders. 

While preparing this standard, considerable assistance has been derived from the information supplied 
on the subject by M/s P. V. Kuruvilla, Calcutta. 

The Committee responsible for the preparation of this standard is given in Annex A. 

In reporting the results of a test or analysis made in accordance with this standard, if the final value, 
observed or calculated, is to be rounded off, it shall be done in accordance with IS 2 : 1960 ‘Rules for 
rounding off numerical values ( revised )‘. 
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Indian Standard 

INLANDVESSELS- SELECTIONOFRUBBER 
FENDERSFORBERTHINGSTRUCTURES- 

CODEOFPRACTICE 

1 SCOPE 3 TYPES OF BERTHING STRUCTURES 

1.1 This standard lays down the procedure for selecting 
the rubber fenders for berthing structures. 

3.1 Continuous Structures 

2 REFERENCES 

These types of structures have tto demarcation of itt- 
dividnal berths and on which ships of different types 
and sizes may be berthed. 

The following Indian standards are necessary adjuncts 
to this standard: 

IS No. 

4651 (Part 3): 
1974 

’ 4651 (Part 4): 
1989 

Title 

Code of practice for plattttittg and 
desigtt of ports and ltarbonrs: Part 3 
Loading (‘@sf revision) 

Code of practice for plamting and 
desigtt of ports and harbouts: Part 4 
General desigtt considerations 
(second revi.sion ) 

3.1.1 Structures wkh Berthing Dolphins 

These consist of an operatittg platform (carrying eqnip- 
mettt for loadittg/nttloadittg of ships) flanked by two or 
more dolphins usually to serve a specific type of ship 
[for example, oil tankers of a range of size (see Fig. l)]. 

3.2 Fendering Schemes 

3.2.1 Schetne for cotttittnons structures may be a large 
number of small capacity fenders closely space [see 
Fig. 2 (a)] or a smaller number of larger capacity 
fenders less closely [see Fig. 2 (b)]. 

LOADING PLATFORM WITH 
SECONDARY FENDERS 

FE. 1 STRUCXURE WITH BERTHING DOLPHINS 

(a) 
_/ 

(b) 
OF BERTH FACE 

FIG. 2 SPACING OF FENDEM 
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3.2.2 Schemes for Berths with EJolphins 

Each of the dolphins will be fendered either with a 
group of small capacity fenders or one large capacity 
fender. Operating platform will be provided with 
fenders at areas used by craft. 

3.3 Assessment of Berthing Hazard 

Berthing energy to be absorbed by a structure is estimated 
in the manner of IS 4651 (Part 3) : 1974 and a factor of 
safety added as recommended in IS 4651 (Part 4) : 1989 
and further augmented if local conditions warrant it. 

3.4 Fender Selection 

3.4.1 Choice of fenders will depend on: 

a) berthing energy, 
b) allowable reaction on berthing structure and 

ship’s hull, and 

c) the number of fenders that will share the energy 
of impact as the ship is brought alongside. 

3.4.2 In continuous structures with closely spaced 
fenders the fendering that will share the impact energy 
will be those that will be contained within a short 
length, for example 5 or 6 meters, of berthing face. 
Where larger capacity fenders are spaced less closely, 
two fenders may be considered to share the imapct 
energy if they are close enough to each other, for 
example 10 meter spacing. Where fenders are spaced 
further apart, a single fender may have to absorb the full 
impact whilst the ship “swings” around that fender and 
assumes its place alongside. In structures with berthing 
dolphins the impact energy will be absorbed by fender- 
ing on any one dolphin around which the ship will 
swing before being secured alongside. 

3.4.3 Use of Fender Performance Data 

Ollce the number of fenders or length of fender& 
absorbing impact energy is identified and energy to be 
absorbed by each unit or by unit length determined, 
fender manufacturers, performance data (energy 
deflection and load-deflection) may be consulted and a 
choice of fender made in accordance with 3.4.1. Unless 
otherwise stated, a tolerance 2 10 percent shall be 
assumed for performance data furnished by 
manufacturers. 

3.5 Relevance of Local Conditions 

In selecting fenders the following local conditions shall 
be taken into account. (The list is not exhaustive): 

a) Tidal range 

b) Range of freeboard 

c) Distance between 
berth cope and 
ship’s side 

Fendering sha!l be effective 
in all states of tide. 

Fenders shall be in. contact 
with a ship’s hull for the full 
range of its free board 
during loading/unloading. 

The distance shall be com- 
patible with use of dockside 
equipment for loadingAm- 
loading. 

2 

d) Ship motion 
whilst lying 
alongside 

e) Strong winds ac- 
ting on sides of 
ships with large 
freeboard. Strong 
currents acting on 
deep hulls of ships 

f) Reduced energy 
absorption 
capacity 

Weather conditious may set 
up rolling or other move- 
ment during a cousiderable 
part of ship’s stay 
alongside. Fender with 
panels with renewable 
facing materials shall be 
considered in preference to 
other types of fendering. 

Capacity of fenders to 
withstand overloading 
shall be ensured. 

Consideration to be given 
to installing fenders at 
suitable angles so that 
fender capacities are more 
fully utilized. This is pos- 
sible only when ships ap- 
proach berths from one 
direction. 

4 FENDER INSTALLATION AND 
PREVENTION OF FENDER ABUSE 

4.1 Fenders shall be so installed that they are free to act 
in the manlier desired and designed. Where such 
freedom is limited their energy absorption capacity will 
also be reduced. For instance, hollow cylindrical and 
rectangular fenders, which act in bending, are invariab- 
ly secured to berth faces, by means of chains, rods or 
wire rope which pass through their bore. The ability of 
the fenders to yield fully to 47 percent of its outside 
diameter, D, or height, H. will be impaired to the extent 
the support medium will prevent designed deflection. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 3, where the chain passing 
through the bore reduces designed deflection by t. 

CHAIN PASSING 

L 

FIG. 3 TYPICAL ILLUSTRATION OF FENDER INSTALLAIION 

4.2 Every effort shall be made to avoid incidence of 
ozone attack through tensile stressing. Such stressing 
often happens whilst installing long hollow cylindrical 
fenders horizontally thereby causing the fender to sag 
as shown in Fig. 4. 

4.3 Fenders shall not be installed in such a mamier that, 
due to long periods of immersion, marine growth oc- 
curs in the bore. Such growth will tend to restrict 
freedom of the fender to act, besides causing cuts in the 
rubber. 
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M Of SAGGING FENDER 

Ftu. 4 TYPICAL ILUISTRXIION OF A SAGGED FENDERS 

4.4 All items such as chains, rods, shackles, nuts and 
bolts shall be so treated as to resist rusting or shall be 
manufactured tixm non-rusting material. Bolts secur- 
ring ftders to tbr structure shall be easily replaceable. 
This is achieved by placing screwed sleevrs of suitable 
non-rusthg materials within the concrete wherever 
bolts are to he inserted. 

4.5 Fe~~ders and tbrir securing arrangements shall be 
examined annually and iI1 any case after a beavy hrrtb- 
ing for damage. Given such care and by avoiding 
frequelit overloading, upto two decades of service inay 
be expected. Fenders may be abused in tbr following 
ways also. 

This is most often found in fenders which are secured 
by chains passing through tbr bore. The contiguratiorl 
ofa chain is far from bring smooth and frequmt loadhtg 

WHARF 

bcyoud the pcrmissihle limits (see 4.1) will cause high 
local stresses and rvrntual rupture. 

4.5.2 A similar situation arises when only a small por- 
tion of a fender is acted upon by a vessel with “helti~y” 
around its bull or by a “spacer” placed betwceu the ship 
and wall to keep the former li~rtber away from the wbart 
fare than tbe fender is capable of doing (SW Fig. 5). 

5 PROTE(:TION OF BRIl)Gl~ PIERS AND 
OTHER STHUC :TURES LIABLE TO IMPA{ :1 
FROM PASSING; VESSELS 

5.1 The kinetic energy, E, imparted to a ftmlcring 
system of a hridgt- pier or other structure in a bead-on 
collisim with a vessel moving at a velocity of (V) in 
nietre per second is give11 hy: 

E= 
w, v: 
---xc,,,xc,xc, 

2R 

FENDER 

/- 

SHIP 

FIG. 5 TYPK’AI. i~Ll.6 IRA’llON 01: h’Al.I~i3~ OVEIWMIXN(i 
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where 

Wt) = Disl)laceuleut tomagc (DT) of thr vessel, 
in tomes; 

V = Velocity of the vessel in m/s; 

R = Acceleratiou due to gravity in III/S’; 
cm = Mass coefficient; 

C, = Eccentricity coefficient; and 

Cs = Softness coefficieut 

[see IS 4651 (Part 3) : 19741 

- C”,, the hydrodynamic or added mass roeffi- 
Gent depcmls on the mass of water entrained 
by it at Passage speed. Whilst au average value 
for Cn, may be takeu as 1.07 during berthing 
operation siuce the berthing approach is slow, 
a value between 2.0 aud 2.5 may be assumed 
for vessels in Passage at higher speed. 

- Cc, the coefficient of ecceutricity becomes 1, 
although a lower value may be assumed for a 
‘glancing blow’by a vessel. Such lower value 
shall not be.less than 0.75. 

- Cs, the coefficient of softness shall not be less 
thau 0.975 since the vessel is in its most rigid 
posture in a head-on collision aud almost so 
during a glancing blow. 

Since all of a vessel’s velocity and a higher value for 
all coefficient contribute to E, the energy to be absorbed 
in a head-on collisiou will amount to 20 times, or eveu 
more, the E arising in berthing oyeratious for the same 
vessel. 

5.2 The extra-ordinarily large quantum of energy to be 
absorbed will involve the yrovisiou of high capacity, 
aud therefore, heavy fenders WI Piers aud structures. 
They may give rise to unacceptably high reaction loads. 

5.3 III most cases, therefore, the energy of collision 
needs to br reduwd. The most practicable solutiou is to 
reduce speed of vessels in the vicinity of bridges to a 
minimum compatible with safe haudliug of vessels. 
Fenders may thcu be selected ou the basis ofa quantum 
of euergy commensurate with au acceptance rractiou 
load on the pier or structure. 

5.4 Where vessel speed maynot be reduced an auxiliary 
structure in thr form of a fen&red dolphin, or set of 
dolphins, may be built at a suitable distance from the 
end of the pier of structure to be protected. These 
dolphins will abosrob the collision energy, initially 

throughthrirow~~fer~derir~g,arldsubsequrr~tlythrougl~ 
deformation auddamagc.Thry will alsodrtlrct a vcs- 
set away from the pier or structure to be protected. 

5.5 Protective feudering on structure shall hc shrouded 
by panels which may themselves delim~ or sustain 
damage, thereby absorbing some of the energy 01 
collisiou. 

5.6 Timber or steel feudcriug aud belting on vcssrls 
shall br replaced with those made of rubber. 

6 PROTE~:TION OF VESSELS AND C:RAI;T 

6.1 Hazard Analysis 

When feuderiug for a vessel on craft is being cousidered 
it will be useful to aualyse thtihazards against which 
protection by fenders is sought. 

6.2 Row and Stern Fenders 

Harbour tugs Push ships with their bow or stern. The 
hazard is possible damage, in the form of deatiug or 
holing to hull of ships being haudled. Fenders may be 
selected OII the basis of imyact energy of the tug at an 
assumed speed of approach in the manner of IS 4651 
(Part 3 ) : 1974 with the coefficients of eccentricity aud 
softness taken as unity. Similar method may also be 
adoyted for selecting bow and stern fenders of vessels 
which services off shore Platform. Bow and stern 
fenders may be selected from: 

a) 

b) 

4 

l-9 

hollow cylindrical feuders (mounted horizou- 
tally or vertically); 

rectangular section fenders mounted horizontal- 
ly; 
sulit sauare feuders mounted vertically ( sc’c’ 
eig. 6 j; and 

Q 0 0 

FIG. 6 SPIO S~IIARE FENDER 

double trayezoidrl fenders ( see Fig. 7 ). 

Ft(j. 7 PLAN VIEW OF DOCMLE TRAPEZOIDAL FEIQ)EH 
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6.3 Hull Protection 

All types of barges, pilot attd mooring lauttcttrs, tugs 
which are called ttyou to tow ves.se1.s alottgside, 
dredgers working in busy chattttels t~txd prolectiotr 
from collision with other vessels. Protectiott is also 
needed whrti they go alottgside so other vessels attd 
uttfettdered jetties. Attalysis of hazard is difficult al- 
though statistics of accidents tnay provide a basis for 
selection. Fishing vessels need protectiott of their hulls 
frotn self- itttlicted damage from their owu gear. D type 
fenders are well suited for full protection. More thatt 
ot~e line of horizontal fettderittg tttay be necessary in 
some instances (SW Fig. 8). 

FIG. X TYW.AL ~I.I.llSlReYllON 01: HI rt.1. ~~o.l.t~( WON 
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( Continued from page 6 ) 
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